The final operation is to lock the rubber moulding. Insert a small screw driver in opening of moulding as shown in Fig. 6 and the pop-up. Then, by moving the tool along the opening, and following with thumb pressure, the molding lip locks into position securely.

AFTER NEW GLASS PANEL HAS BEEN INSTALLED, REASSEMBLE STAINLESS STEEL TRIM AS FOLLOWS (900 SERIES PUMPS ONLY): (See FIGURE 7)

1. Insert studs through original holes in moulding and press trim as snugly as possible against moulding.

2. Always install new speed nuts which will be furnished with new glass panel. Using a small piece of tubing, press speed nuts on studs until they are firmly locked against moulding, at the same time holding trim tightly against moulding on outside of door.

NOTE: WHEN REMOVING OLD SPEED NUT, GRASP IT AT EACH END WITH NEEDLE-NOSE PLIERS AND SQUEEZE UNTIL IT BREAKS. DO NOT PRY IT OFF AS STUD MAY BEND.